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Management,

NAVFAC P-328

(June 1971),

FUNCTIONAL

TRANSFER

Responsibility
gramming

for the control

was given to the Command
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construction

on 30 June 1967 by the Secretary

of the Navy.
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.
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2Memo from OP-OO to CNM (OP-OO memo 363-67) of 3 Jul 1967,
subj:
Realignment of functions of OP-44 and Naval Facilities Engineering Command.
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procedures.
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3Memo from Asst. Cdr. for MILCON Programming
subj: NAVFAC Code 21 organization.
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Prior

to each

their proposed
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of 16 Apr 1974,

priority
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to
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4Memo from Asst. Cdr. for MILCON Programming
enclosure (a).
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construction

did not appear
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of 16 April
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1974,
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5
Memo from NAVFAC 01 to CDRs and COs of EFDs, CBCs, and PWCs of
26 Jan 1971, subj: Command Management Concept and Related HQs.
Code
01 Reorganization,
enclosure (1), p. 2 "Establish a new program for
MILCON programming, which is a relatively new Command function not
yet included in the Program Management system."
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availability
fitting
"
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emergency
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7

objectives:
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pro-

6

additionally

into effective

For the accomplishment
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the Command

also gave much attention

personnel

.

and supported

requirements

out-

(4) timely and responsive

"

Under the same program,

actions

for the initial

cons truc t 10n requlrements.

0 f emergency

opportunities

equipment

to the
and

and the

and responsiveness

for planning
outfitting

and design

of

funds,

of collateral

equipment.
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Program

V during

established

thirteen

fiscal year 1972.

ment and maintenance

goals to be achieved

These

of the multi-year

goals were:

by

(1) the develop-

and annual military

construction

6
FY 1972 Command

Management

Plan, NAVFAC P-44l

7Ibid.
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(Jun 1971), p. A30.

programming
managers

program,

and liaison
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liaison

budget,

ing Field Divisions
'."""'"
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claimants

which had line items

assistance

indoctrination

of visits

to all major

(3) the maintenance

and technical
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,..'"

representatives
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construction

..,.

(2) the arrangement

on multi-year
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of a high level of staff

for all echelons,

briefings

and to

to all major
programming,

(4) the provision

claimants

and Engineer-

(5) improvement

of

.
'-'."

the validity
a minimum

of the annual military

of 85 percent

Review Board,
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(6) achievement

(7) funding

of centrally

managed

time for emergency
none to exceed
Navy

standard

procurement

projects

four months,

level of the Emergency

to an average
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in the management

of Planning

of collateral

8
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facilities

deficiency

processing

of three months,

with

and promulqation

of

for the planning

(11) increasing
Program

program

and execution

of document

for

and lost effort

and Desi,<]nfunds to 10 percent
of the obligation

in

of 100 percent

8

to the end of the fiscal year.

'

.'

FY 1972 Command Management plan, NAVFAC P-44.1

pp.C82-C83.
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and

the funding

to $15 million

of design breakage

(13) ensurance

funds prior

Construction

development

and procedures

Construction

fiscal year 1973,

fiscal year 1972, and

naval

(10) development

equipment,

to achieve

more meaningful

(9) reduction

criteria

of collateral

validity

(8) effective

programs,

guideline

to develop

the $600 million

for fiscal year 1973,

program

by the Navy Military

of 90 percent

data bank in order

objectives,
backlog

approval

construction

(Jun 1971),

The Command
Program
year

radically

to only seven:

Chief of Naval Operations
of the Military

distribution
visits

Construction

the validity
of the Navy

facilities

allocations

for military

Secretary

projects

deficiency

(2) completion

execution,
programming

backlog

construction,

(6) initiation

and proposed

through

and ensurance

complete

design on associated

equipment

gram as the function
programming

increased

of emergency

goals

for the obligation

funds, was restructured

was transferred

funding

and the

Management
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P-441

funds.9

for fiscal

of collateral
into another pro-

from the military

Plan, NAVFAC

to

programs

construction

function.

9FY 1973 Command
pp. C142-C143.

1975

funding

initial outfitting

The last goal, calling
outfitting

of

(4) reduction

fiscal year 1973 construction

year

initial

data,

of sufficient

made only one change in these program

equipment

(3) improvement

for the fiscal year

The Command
1974.

in support

of final design on fiscal year

of the availability

of collateral

out of

of liaison

briefings

(5) processing

cost estimates

program,

(7) obligation

and the carrying

indoctrination

construction

for the

for the annual cyclical

for the Chief of Naval Operations

of the Navy,

1974 projects

levels,

programming

of military

construction

review

goals of fiscal

(1) the preparation

Program,

and multi-year

construction

The thirteen

of documentation

to appropriate

to activities

of military

and

the form and number of its

V goals for fiscal year 1973.

1972 were reduced

phases

altered

(Jun 1972)

MAJOR AREAS OF MILITARY
The remainder

PROGRAMMING

EMPHASIS

of this chapter will be devoted

some of the major
construction

CONSTRUCTION

construction

programming

programs

functibn

to a survey of

that the Command's

was involved

in during

military

the years

1967-1974.

ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

At the specific

AND PROTECTION
behest

of the Congress

Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations
funds to finance

allocated

the Navy's Environmental

]~oSo

deterioration

The Navy, through

uf its resources

the Command,

generated

and Protection

on the projects

devoted

an increasing

more and more concern,

agencies
most

involved

in environmental

rigid standards

was responsible
was prepared

to cooperate

promulgated

themselves.)

apparent

the environment.
state, and local

and to comply with

by any of them.

for the execution

since

proportion

it became

with all federal,
protection

Pro-

As the state

of the environment.

that the Navy would have to do its share to protect
Thus, the Navy pledged

of the

construction

has been a vital Navy concern

to the protection

of the environment

military

Quality

gram. (See Chapter 11 for more information
Environmental

and the Secretary

of the Navy's

The Command,
environmental

the

which
program,

to meet this challenge.lO

Of all agencies
the Navy probably

within

the federal

had the greatest

IO"The Environmental Quality
Code 2lD (undated briefing).
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government,

potential

Program,"

the Department

for adverse

of

impact on the

NAVFAC MILCON Programming,

environment.
operations

This resulted
in carrying

from both the scale and the nature of its

out its defense mission.

of its operations

in perspective,

The Navy operated

more than 200 major

550,000 military
operated
carried
the

and 325,000

over 600 vessels
out operations

sea.

Naval

foreign

facts are necessary.

shore activities

and 6,600 aircraft

with more than

Additionally

the Navy

of all types and thus

in the air, on the surface

existed

the magnitude

and below

in all fifty states and in numerous

countries.

The seriousness

of the environmental

the Navy was primarily
states where,
greatest

and interest

operations

the nation's

centers.

since

zones of thirty-two

population

density

issues was highest.

air and noise pollution

naval and air stations,

and training

was acute

in the coastal

in environmental

water,

problems

carried on at its many diversified

included

facilities

concentrated

incidentally,

the Navy generated

which

a few pertinent

civilian personnel.

ashore,

facilities

To place

was

Ashore,

from the numerous

types of facilities

shipyards,

aircraft

At sea, the Navy's

rework

ships and aircraft

11
also generated

the same types of pollution.

In response
initiated
evolving

a program
standards

the nation's

11

to the Water Quality

!

Policy Act

Act of 1965, the Command

to improve wastewater
and to enhance

most vital resources,

discharges

and protect
its water.
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in order to meet

the quality

of one of

Since that time numerous

Study of the Implementation of the National
the United States, Research, Inc.

~

in 1966

Environmental

laws and regulations
understandings

were put into effect

of the effects

When the Command
estimated

in fiscal year

Major changes
protection

to have discharge
Water Pollution

Control

order was revised

the federal

"environmental
management,
executive

continued

order had a profound

Order

in environ-

facilities

1970.

position

to the

one important
Executive

a less comprehensive
The new order
in cleaning

with the "design,

up all

The

effect on the Naval Facilities
was the Navy's

Noise pollution,

l2"The Environmental Quality
Code 21D (undated briefing).

Program,"
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Enginer-

shore facilities.

abatement

solid waste

NAVFAC

committed

construction,

of its facilities."

11752, pollution

were

to budgeting

in 1973.

1973, superseded

responsibility

to be monitored.

quality

projects

as progress

effort,

and strengthened

connected

To satisfy Executive

water

the 1972 amendments

clean-up

and maintenance

as its major

construction

In addition

to a leadership

pollution"

operation

ing Command

Act.

Order 11507 of February

government

of waste

By 1974 naval

under

facility

11752, issued in December
Executive

it was

met the new water

to be implemented

permits

executive

known.12

program,

gallons

for corrective

became more evident.

in the federal

order,

clean-up

and basic

1968.

continued

increases

Order

its water

The first funding

was received

Federal

started

have become

daily from Navy shore facilities

standards.

required

of pollution

that only 65 of the 170 million

discharged

mental

as technology

MILCON

deficiencies

disposal,

Programming,

oily waste
improvement

facilities,

air emissions

in water quality,

and land use planning

areas which received

increased

of Naval Operations,

having

gram, indicated
$90 million

continued

from power plants,

emphasis

recognized

CHART 8-1

QUALITY

Congressional

Fiscal
Year

Air
($000)

0

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

$90,188

The Chief

of this pro-

approximately
1980.13

PROGRAM

Approvals

Water

Total

($000)

($000)

$23,382
4,904
20,815
25,899
21,251
51,216
55,107
47,663
$250,237

$6,178
4,100
1,210
15,962
24,194
27,636
10,908

TOTAL

the importance

1978 through

THE ENVIRONMENTAL

were several

from the Command.

support by programming

per year for fiscal years

continued

$23,382
ll,082
24,915
27,109
37,213
75,410
82,743
58,571
$340,425

Proposed
1976
1977

$3,262
3,870

$45,077
44,851

l3"The Environmental Quality
Code 21D (undated briefing).
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Program,"

$48,339
48,721

NAVFAC MILCON

Programming,

SHIPYARD

MODERNIZATION

At the direction
review was undertaken

of Secretary

in the mid-1960s

extent of excess naval shipyard
determining
of Defense

appointed

a Shipyard

eleven

Analysis

shipyards.

Future

were based upon three contingency
and all-out hot war.
developed

situations:

made

and approved

Naval Shipyard,
prior

to 1975,

by the Secretary
(2) gradually

(3) merge

phase

for the yards

to be retained

three year economic

modernization

four of the Shipyard
modernize

were

Naval

a five-year

Shipyard

Point Naval
that

(4) the

modernization

to projects

Ship-

program

offering

a

payback.

The Bureau of Ships
a shipyard

the

(1) close the New York

and, last it was proposed

with priority

was

the fleet under

out the Portsmouth

of the Navy should prepare

cold war,

recommendations

the Mare Island and Hunters

yards under a single commander
Department

of Defense:

complex

requirements

to service

The following

was determined.

the

shipyard

for each contingency

needed

of

of each of

peacetime,

From these workload

size and number of naval shipyards
each contingency

analysis

for the naval

A total workload

for these shipyards.

The Secretary

level group of the board,

requirements

for

chaired by Secretary

an in-depth

a

and

a basis

be reduced.

Policy Board

Group, performed

the nature

and to provide

might

The working

Robert F. McNamara,

to determine

capacity

how that excess capacity

the Navy Paul H. Nitze.
Shipyard

of Defense,

(now the Naval
program

Analysis

the remaining

naval

Ship Systems

Command)

undertook

on the basis of recommendation

Group.

The purpose

shipyards

245

of the program

on a cost effective

number
was to

basis.

They were to be able to handle
contingencies

situations.

take the peacetime

the workloads

The starting

requirements

this work on an eight-hour

point

day, five-day

Specific
ciency,

obtain balanced

new capabilities
systems,

capacity

required

and improve

the projected

industrial

on projected

surge capacity

effi-

need, gain the

to service new ships and shipboard

shipyard

weapons

to react to a limited

.

The modernization
through which

program

the major

was the capital

industrial

facilities

The program

naval shipyards

were acquired.

naval shipyards

at nine sites and consisted

one, the "Short Range Program"
emphasized

spanning

the three year payback

on schedule
authorization

and consisted

"Long Range Program,"

had its technical

l4"shipyard Modernization
2lD (undated briefing).

of two phases.

Program,"
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for the

for eight

Phase

1965-1969,

This phase was completed

accomplished

The original

program

and equipment

fiscal years

of 120 projects

of $98.9 million.

investment

was initially

projects.

submitted .to the Office of the Secretary

Code

workload

could be accomplished.

were to upgrade

based

By the use of

1 war s1tuat10n. 14
.

genera

of the program

was to

to accomplish

week basis.

by cold and hot war contingencies
objectives

for the three

for the program

and size the complex

more than one shift per day and overtime,
generated

developed

program

of Defense

with a total
cost estimate

for phase

base approved

two, the

27 November

NAVFAC MILCON Programming,

1968.

This phase was predicated
1970-1977)
dollars)

on an eight year time period

at a total estimated

worth of military

of Defense

subsequently

year program

cost of $700 million

construction

directed

(fiscal years

1970-1979)

million

(fiscal year 1970 dollars).

funding

difficulties

Military

$147 million

funding

as opposed

for the same period.
significantly

changes

realignment
clearly
program.

to the approved

actions,

and austere

initiated

action to do so.

and principally

November

1973.

Program

construction
1970-1975.
was

level of $530 million
of the program

on-site

The on-site
for May 1975.

remaining

recent

was

in conjunction

shore establishment

and equipment

and restructure

and the Naval

in the naval

During

the modernization
directed

that

Ship Systems

shipyards.

the interim,

It began

in

and final completion
until

completion

in the fiscal year 1976 Military

The total cost of the Shipyard

after fiscal year 1976, as reflected

247

budgets

This effort was accomplished

phase was completed,

there was no conflict
Program.

Program

the Chief of Naval Operations

be accomplished

in-house

was scheduled

facilities

the need to update

As a consequence,

Construction

Modernization

in fleet size and composition,

indicated

the update,

military

during this period
funding

to a ten

cost of $769

fiscal years

implementation

of the Shipyard

such a restructuring
Command

during

of Secretary

delayed.

An appraisal
with

Considerable

received

As a result

the project

at an estimated

were experienced

construction

(1968 fiscal year

The Office

funding.

restructuring

(fiscal years

Modernization
in the most

of

-

NAVSHIPS SHIPYARD MODERNIZATION MCON PROGRAM

CHART 8-2

Shipyard
*Portsmouth

--

4.0

--

--

2.8

8.8##

--

--

1977

1978

Total

12.2

8.1

40.8

--

--

0

4.4

8.8

24.0

0

5.4

0

30.6

0

5.3#

1.7

6.0

38.4

6.0

8.0#

2.7

5.9

39.3

--

--

--

--

11.9

4.7

12.2

22.7

1.5#

6.2

6.1

34.7

0

0

9.7

9.5

24.5

15.8

23.6

47.0

56.6

274.6

0

0

0

0

10.8

0

0

0

0

0

Norfolk

2.3

4.0

1.9

5.1

7.4

4.5

Charleston

5.9

6.9

7.3

5.3

0

Long Beach

1.8

8.1

0

0

6.8

**Hunters Point

6.9

5.0

0

0

0

Mare Island

3.5

0

.4

0

1.9

0

puget Sound

7.5

4.9

1.7

3.1

2.3

.4

Pearl Harbor

3.5

0

1.4

.4

0

49.9

32.9

12.7

13.9

21.2

Philadelphia

1976

4.9

***7.7

**Boston

N

1970

Funded by Congress ($ million)
Fiscal Years
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

7.7

,j>.

co

Total

0

*Not included in the original Shipyard Modernization Program.
**Boston and Hunters Point disestablished May 1974.
***Reprogrammed by Navy.
#Includes request for amendments at Charleston 214, Long Beach 4.7 and puget Sound 1.5.
##Congressional introduction (authorized); if appropriated will reduce Portsmouth FY 77 by 6.0 and
6.0 will be added to another shipyard to maintain FY 77 total of 47.0.

recent Chief of Naval Operations
Objectives,

Military

Construction

Program

was put at $464 million.15

COLD IRON PROGRAM
The Cold Iron Military

Investment

the Chief of Naval Operations
shipboard

utilities

for fleet readiness
of personnel.
territory.
carried

in 1969.

from an external

furnished

source was considered

essential

in the morale
to homeports

Program,

the coordination
Programming

and Operations

Military

Construction

Programming

was responsible

Years

on United

of two of the Command's

Construction

Fiscal

and retention
States

the Cold Iron Program

Military

CHART 8-3

by

which

was limited

Like the Environmental

was established

This program

and for improvement

The program

out through

Program

was

programs,

and Maintenance.
for planning

and

COLD IRON INVESTMENTPROGRAMOVERVIEW ($ million)
Remaining
1972
1973
1975
1976
1974
1977
Backlog

CINCUSNAVEUR

--

--

--

CINCLANTFLT

0.6

8.5

11. 7

CINCPACFLT

1.7

9.8

9.9

7.5

--

5.2

4.3

3.7

0.9

-

18

28.7

- --

Other

Total

2.3

23.5

25.9

-18.6

29.8

*-0.9

**;/.;----.
28.7

-27.4

38.5
9.7
75.6

* Program Submitted to Congress
** Program Submitted to OSD

15"shipyard

Modernization

Program,"

Code 21D (undated briefing).
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funding, while Operations and Maintenance

.

mately

years 1973 through 1975, an annual average of approxi-

fiscal

$26.0 million

was allocated

AIR REWORK FACILITY

NAVAL

The Command
gramming
program

These plants

since the Second World War.

funds was appropriated
These amounts proved
capable

of meeting

1960s.

Obsolete

fleet workload
operational

annually

buildings

ducted on three

result

in substantial

rapid escalation

began

little improvement

of military

construction
facilities.

workloads

contributed

plants

of the

to increases

rework costs, and failure

Longer

in

to meet

rework time resulted' in fewer

to the fleet.

In-depth

and attack aircraft

in new buildings

reductions

in customer

The

from fiscal year 1960

and more complex

first line fighter

1968 showed that investments

facilities.

to keep Second World War vintage

time, higher

available

pro-

for all naval air rework

and equipment

requirements.

construction

and equipment

had undergone

of only $2.35 million

inadequate

aircraft

facilities

For example,

the increased

in-process

for military

of naval air rework

navy air rework

1968 an average

Cold Iron projects.17

MODERNIZATION

for the modernization

in fiscal year 1969.

aircraft

for programming

was also responsible

to modernize

through

for actual

16

executJ..on.
For

was responsible

in aircraft

studies
during

and equipment
rework time,

costs to a more normal

con1967 and

would

slow the

level, and improve

16A discussion of specific "cold iron" activity will be found in
Chapter 11 which deals with Operations and Maintenance.
17"Cold

Iron," NAVFAC MILCON Programming,
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Code 21D

(undated briefing).

The Naval Air Rework Facility

efficiency.

the result of an extension
at all rework

of this evaluation

construction

range of projects

plating

the companion
totalled
Rework

air rework

facilities,

facilities.

models

$103 million.

Facility,

Quonset

rework hangars,

the same period,

industrial

Point,

Rhode

on a wide

aircraft
and

funding

production

As a result of the closure

for

equipment

of the Naval Air

Island and the consolidation

of its workload,

the overall

naval air rework

facility

tenance

utilization

rate was planned

to be 88 percent

facility

of

Some representative

jet engine test cells,

During

effort to modernize

for construction

facilities.

airframe

and paint strip facilities,

component

to all aircraft

was

1975 a total of $111.8 million

funds was appropriated

at naval

items were avionics
painting

Program

activities.

From fiscal year 1969 through
military

Modernization

depot mainby

fiscal year 1976.18
The fiscal year
include

1976 military

any naval air rework

Future workload
was expected

to remain at approximately

Point.

decline,
rework

program

facility modernization

at the six remaining

year 1975, which reflected
Quonset

construction

naval

air rework

18"Naval

aircraft.

Air Rework Facility

inventory

Hardcore

from

and flying hours would
manhours

production

(NARF) Modernization,"

(6Feb 1975);NAVFAC MILCON progranuning,Code 21D.
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facilities

of the workload

this would be offset by the increasing

the more complex

projects.

the same level as in fiscal

the full migration

Even though aircraft

did not

required

requirements

FAC 212D

to

which

required

totalled

military

$148 million.

Systems

Command

million

annually

would

construction
Subject

support beyond fiscal

to budget

like the Command

to correct

constraints,

to program

this hardcore

year 1975

the Naval Air

between

$10 and $15

backlog.19

TRIDENT
One of the most
gramming
defense

important

in recent years was the new United
system known as Trident.

of the largest projects
new missile,

a new submarine

to support

Command

was given complete

construction

by the Navy.

missile

System was one
It involved

a

and a new base

The Naval Facilities

responsibility

Pro-

Engineering

for the development

and

of this new base complex.20

Consideration
bases began

Missile

to carry the missile

the submarine.

Construction

States sea-based

The Trident

ever undertaken

complex

between

areas of Military

of the Trident

in 1966.

defense

carried

out.

systems

of strategic

It was during

as a front-runner

of these

weaponry

this time that important

in the quest

studies was to determine

submarine

account

which

priority.

arose during these years

for the strong deterrent

19"Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) Modernization,"
(6 Feb 1975),NAVFAC MILCON Programming, Code 21D.
20A more detailed

studies

and beyond were

were to get the highest

ballistic-missile

and necessary

was made on the program

for the next twenty years

The purpose

The Trident

submarine,

A series of decisions

1968 and 1971.

on the nation's

missile,

to the increased

FAC 2l2D

of Trident will be found in Chapter

252

10.

strategic

technology

study culminated
Washington

being

developed

by opposing

forces.

in the announcement

in February

1973 that Bangor,

had been selected

The total Trident
$15

billion.

struction

as the site for the Trident

Program

support

was programmed

in the overall

NEW AIR WEAPON

SUPPORT FACILITIES

In fiscal years

1971 and 1972, Military

had to begin programming
systems projected

frame.

ground

Construction

facilities

for entry into service during

Warfare

1971 and 1973, facilities

F-14 at the Naval Air Station,
were for training

Facilities

Programming

for two new weapon

the 1974-1975

time

and the 8-3 Anti-

Aircraft.

In fiscal years

included

support

primary

program.22

These two new systems were the F-14 Fighter

submarine

involved

Trident

of

for the con-

site, which was the Command's

area of responsibility

SYSTEMS

base.21

was to cost in the neighborhood

Of this sum, $650 million

of the Bangor

A lengthy

programmed

air maintenance

Miramar,

were programmed

California.

for the

The facilities

and maintenance.23
for the new S-3 Antisubmarine

and operational

flight training

Warfare

Aircraft

buildings

21Ltr from Judge Advocate General, Navy Dep~to
Asst. Attorney
General Wallace H. JOhnson, Jr., Land and Natural Resources Div.,
Dept. of Justice, of 20 Sep 1974.
22Interview

with Mr. R.J. Lanoue, OICC Trident,

23Interview with Mr. R.L. Bradley,
Code 02l3C, 26 May 1975.
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Code OT-2l,

NAVFAC MILCON Programming,

23 May 1975.

avionics

and maintenance

shops

ments),

aircraft

maintenance

systems

training

facility.24

CHART 8-4
Fiscal

(some only partly

hangars,

parking

due to S-3 require-

aprons,

and a weapon

F-14 MILCON SUMMARY FOR NAS, MIRAMAR

Cost

Size

Title

Year

1971

Aircraft Systems
Training Building
(both maintenance
and operation)

71,651 s.f.

$3,050,000

1973

Aircraft intermediate
maintenance facility
(only pqrtly due to

47,450 s.f.

$2,980,000

F-14)
Aircraft
training

24Interview

operational
building

with Ms. Melinda

Code 2l2D, 26 May 1975; Bradley

5,161 s.f.

306,000

Lewis, NAVFAC MILCON Programming,

interview.
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$

CHART

8-5

Fiscal Year

1972

S-3 MILCON SUMMARY FOR NAS, NORTH ISLAND
Size
Title
(Square Feet)
Air Maintenance
Training

Cost

36,576

$1,613,000

completed

completed

Building

1973

Operational Flight
Training Building

15,000

800,000

1974

Avionics Shop
(only partially due
to S-3 requirements)

32,504

1,640,000

1975

Aircraft

Maintenance

116,502

6,195,000

Parking

lump sum

1,039,000

22,080

1,479,000

20,354

1,437,000

11,299,354

2,879,000

Hanger
Aircraft

Intermediate

Apron

Maintenance

Shop (only partially
to S-3 requirement)
Operational
Building

Training

1976

Aircraft

CHART 8-6

S-3 ;MILCON PROGRAM

Fiscal Year

Parking

Apron

SUMMARY

FOR NAS, MlRAMAR

Size
(SquareFeet)

Title

1974

Weapon System Training
Facility

1975

Aircraft
Hanger
Added

due

Maintenance

in FY76

Cost

22,900

$1,123,000

116,502

7,175,000

2,321,000
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ACCELERATEDMEDICAL CONSTRUCTIONPROGRAM
During

late 1971 and early 1972, the Assistant

Defense

for Health

and Environment

medical

departments

of the three

facility

deficiencies

On 19 February
submit plans

1972, the Secretary

for modernizing

during

compressed

a long-range

years.

designed

£acilities

efficiency

and retention

beneficiencies.

By a Program

facility

to

comp

1et10n.

By a Program
Medical

a five-year

deficiencies
1978.

funded through
Secretary

program

was

in order to

and thereby

care providers
dated

military

and
1972,

to

construction

This five year program
the medical

increase

5 August

funding program

through

into

was later

modernization

25

Decision

Modernization

medical

program

facilities

Budget Memorandum

into fiscal year 1979 to bring
.

program

the Navy to

This action effectively

of both health

was provided

fiscal years 1974 through
extended

directed

and professionalism,

the satisfaction

medical

of those deficiencies.

modernization

and/or replace medical

the Navy Department

medical

all inadequate

1974-1978.

of

with the

(IO to 15 years) modernization

The accelerated

to update

to discuss

of Defense

or replacing

fiscal years

improve personnel

correct

services

meetings

and the rate of correction

facilities

five

conducted

Secretary

Memorandum

dated

29 July 1974, the Navy

Program was split into two components--one

the Navy and the other through

of Defense.

gram was funded through

The Office

the Office

of the Secretary

the Office of the Assistant

25"Accelerated Medical Construction Program,"
Programming, Code 21D (undated briefing).
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of the

of Defense
Secretary

Proof

NAVFAC MILCON

in

Defense

for Health and Environment

tingency

as a medical

construction

fund.

Working

with the Naval Facilities

Engineering

Command,

the Bureau of Medicine

and Surgery's goal to upgrade

health

in order to provide

care facilities

support

facilities

.

1
med1ca,
health

CHART

con-

or replace

hospitals,

that would meet the recognized

it was

clinics,

standards

8-7

were necessary

OOSPITALMODERNIZATION

in order to provide

PROGRAM

Fiscal Year

and

of the

..
..
26
denta1 and eng1neer1ng
commun1t1es.
Improvements

care facilities

inadequate

in Navy

health

care

EXPENDITURES

Funding

($ millions)

1974

$ 50

1975

80

1976

133

1977

141

1978

173

1979

100*

1980

100*

*These are only rough approximations.
If appropriations are reduced
some of the larger projects may have to be postponed until after
fiscal year 1980.

26specific details
found in Chapter 10.

of the Hospital
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Modernization

Program

will be

professionals with technically adequate
practice,

so that they in turn could provide

active duty personnel,
beneficiaries

ENERGY

resources,

conservation

the administration

level of health

a positive

plan

for the adjustment

A memorandum

from the Assistant

and Logistics,
defense

of achieving
required

of the military

dated 6 December

agencies

Corps

care.27

a 15 percent

and estimated

determine

practical

the desired

modifications

secretaries,

stated an objective
This plan

projects

construction

in the fiscal

programs,

military

of planned

and second,

facilities

to such facilities

needed

to

to

in energy consumption.

adjustments

Authorization

Agency

agencies.

for Installations

first, a modification

of all existing

reduction

and defense

of Defense

imple-

and

in energy consumption.

costs for construction

Data and proposed
Construction

Security

reduction

implementation:

evaluation

of Defense

1973, to the service

year 1975 and prior year military
a comprehensive

fuels and energy

of the design

services

Secretary

and the National

a two-step

of critical

and the Department

programs

achieve

Navy and Marine

and other authorized

attainable

construction

design

to

CONSERVATION

To effect maximum

mented

their dependents,

with the highest

in which

facilities

in the fiscal year 1975 Military

and Funding

Program

were to be submitted

27"Accelerated Medical Construction Program,"
Programming, Code 2lD (undated briefing).
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not later than 20 December
Defense

(Installations

1973 to the Deputy Assistant

and Housing)

Secretary

of Defense

requested

that all addressees

applied

against

(Comptroller)

similar

of

and the Deputy Assistant
for Program

investigate

repetitive

Secretary

It was

Budget.

percentage

construction

factors

to be

items in fiscal year

1975 and prior year programs.
The data and estimated
developed

and reflected

costs for the second phase were to be

in the proposed

and submitted

to the Assistant

and Logistics

by 1 May 1974.28

PROPOSED

CHART 8-8
Fiscal

Secretary

ENERGY PROGRAMS

five-year

of Defense

program

for Installations

FOR FY 1976 AND 1977

MCNR

MILCON

Year

phased

Family Housing

1976

$28,828,000

$1,800,000

$7,200,000

1977

58,600,000

1,100,000

9,000,000

EMERGENCY

CONSTRUCTION

In addition
Engineering
Emergency

to programming

Command

struction

also programmed

Construction.

of authorizations
projects

major projects,

Under

construction

this inclusive

for unforeseen,
utilizing

military

emergency

military

the Naval

Facilities
funds

title existed

or other urgent

construction

funds.

a variety
con-

These

28
"MCON Energy Conservation," NAVFAC MILCON Programming,
Code 21D (undated briefing).
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for

authorities
of damaged

were classified
facilities,

as urgent minor

and emergency

Urgent minor construction
of 10 U.S.C.

2674.

accomplishment
exceed

$300,000,

be deferred

pending

receipt

of approval
Although

funds could be used for projects
construction

of $50,000.
contained

a request

struction

those projects

with valid justifications

over minor

that this authority

was not abused.

approved

In fact, each project
in itself.
to augment

construction
complete

program

to cost $50,000 or less,
for all projects
program

to accomplish

funds available.

very rigid controls

authority

and maintenance

In recent years, the requests

for approval.

and usable

the normal authori-

construction

had any possibility

of projects

through

funds were required

have by far exceeded

against

construction

Therefore

submission
projects

for minor

Therefore,

The Secretary

under

in excess

cononly

of Defense

projects

In addition

semi-annual

this authority

it is not possible

to Congress.

to use this
military

in itself, was

and usable.

Program

260

Management,

reports

must be completed

approved

unless the first increment,

instituted

to assure

were submitted

the scope of a previously

29Military Construction
(June 1971), p. 11-1.

in

and which were truly urgent

this authority

approved

a cost not to

that they could not

operations

for an appropriation

the above category.

within

for the

required

estimated

Each annual military

construction.29

was provided

projects,

that were so urgently

restoration

for under the authority

authorization

construction

zation and funding process.

military

or unforeseen

was provided

Continuing

of minor

construction,

NAVFAC P-328

The restoration
authority

of damaged

of 10 D.S.C.

of facilities

storm, or other uncontrollable
to be utilized

only when

was provided

This code provided

2673.

tion for the replacement

facilities

damaged

facilities

the cost of repair would exceed
Damage which could be repaired

50 percent

in the same manner

project.

Any restoration

to the extent

of the replacement

facilities

that
value.

and main-

or repair

projects

as minor

was

of the replace-

for operations

as for any other maintenance

to cost less than $300,000 were processed

authoriza-

this authority

for less than 50 percent

of damaged

the

by fire, explosion,

were damaged

ment value was funded from funds available
tenance

continuing

In general

factors.

for under

estimated

construction

projects.30
Emergency
Section

or unforeseen

203 of each annual military

This section
construct

authorized

facilities

203 provided

required

for a specific

a set period,

$10 million.

authorization

of the Services

construction

30Military Construction
(June 1971), p. 11-5.

facilities

for emergency

projects,
projects.

programM~n~gement,
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In

expired

the end of

authorization

or

Section

each year.

following

law.

to acquire

The authorization

on 30 September

of damaged

appropriated

for under

by certain new developments.

the fiscal year of the military

not specifically

construction

amount of authorization

usually

As in restoration

were provided

the Secretaries

recent years this has been
within

projects

act.

funds were

It was

P-328

therefore

necessary

'.

reprogramm1ng

to obtain funding

.

act10n.

approval

for each group by a

31

31Military Construction
(June 1971), p. 11-3.
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CHART 8-9

MCON AUTHORIZATION

(EXCLUDING SOU1EEAST ASIA LEGISLATION

AND N()-SPECIFIC

NAVFAC

N

w

Orlgi::al
A'Jtho riza tion
Total

Curreat
Authorization
Total

Fiscal

Public

Public Law

1r

Law

Svmbol

Und:JssUied

Classified

Emergency
Co"truction

1968
1969
1970

A
B

454,348,000
235,082,000
295,495,000
267,924,000
144,000

6,784,000
1,509,000
10,810,000
974,000

(10,000,000)
(1O,00), 000)
(10,000,000)
(10,000,000)

1971

90-110
90-408
90-142'
91-511
91-456

461,132,000
236,591,000
306,305,000
268,898,000
144,000

1.972

92-145

318,110,000

1973
1974
1975

92 - 54 5

515,667,000

(10,000,000)
(10,000,000)

321,843,000
515,667,000

17,743,000

325,836,000
533,410,000

93-166
93-552

565,939,000

(10,000,000)

(17,500,000)

570,439,000

10,400,000

580,839,000

552,456,000

(10,000,000)

( 1,500,000)

550,956,000

. 1971

0'1

Geaeral
Reduction

AUTHORIZ,\TION

C

D
E-250

3,733,000

Special
Pro;ects

12,000,000

ATr.endment
10,649,000
14,333,000
8,372;000
6,109,000

471,781,000
250,924,000
314,677,000
275,007,000
144.,000

3,993,000

550,956,000

-.--.

.---..
C1'.,;"T 8-.10
Puo1ic
fiSC3.1

rc:2-,
----_.
lS68
:"968
1963
1968
1969

I';.;~u.c

;~a',J

SYDbol

L:;',

9O-EO
90-110
90-EO
90,..392
90-403

(M)
(AA)
(pJJ)
(AS)
(sA)

:0';.'.\1"

N
0'1
,!::.

1')70

1970
1971.
1972

1974

9C-!,08
90-!,03
90-L;OS

91-54" <, 91-170
91-511;
92-145; 92-545
TOT?~

---

LEGTSIX"ICt,
.-----------. FOR SOl;~'EI:AST ASIA
At','!:.;)?r L1 t io;:
No AUl:'lOriz£.;::!.c,'1
,Sec:
Le",isl3. ted

Section

Tou.l

501

16,300,000

16.300
17,961,

,o~)o

17,96£.,000

,000

5,226,000

5,226,000

11,300,000

11,300,000
51,357,000

...2LJ57,OOO

11,300,000

(EX)
(el-:)
(DX)
(EX)

ion 402

21,526,000

69,321,000

102,147,000

2,550,000

475,000
2,973,000
13,069,000
4,891,500
23,958,500

(includes

534,000

P1a~ni~g

funds)

